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FROM PRINCIPAL’S DESK
Dear parents and my dear students, 

The Olympics at Tokyo just got over and it seems to be the right thing to write about. At this Olympics 
games due to the pandemic people were not together. Spectators were kept at bay. Athletes were kept 
masked as per the rules. Mental health took precedent. Yet the athletes reveal their stories and 
struggles in a vulnerable but with a strong competitive spirit.   The men's hockey team brought home a 
medal after 41 years. The ladies hockey team fought  valiantly but did not win a medal. The captain of 
this team has a story which is worth a mention in this newsletter. It is the story of grit perseverance and 
resilience. 
Rani's father worked as a cart-puller in Shahabad Markanda, Haryana. Her father would sell bricks in 
a horse cart and would end up earning mere INR 4 or 5 on some days. It, thus, became difficult for the 
family to have three meals everyday and they were sometimes forced to make do with one.
Rani developed an interest in the sport at the age of seven. But her parents were hesitant about the 
idea and the neighbours and relatives were against the choice. This young girl would use a broken 
hockey stick and dribble the ball wearing a salwar kameez. 
Rani succeeded in persuading her family to allow her to take up the sport, training was not easy due to 
her financial struggles.. 
She was, however, supported by her mentor and first coach - Baldev Singh - the ex coach of 
Shahabad Hockey Academy (SHA) who bought her kits, jerseys, equipment and even helped her 
dietary requirements. In one of her interviews, she said that her family could not afford the 500 ml milk 
so she would add water to the 250 ml and make it 500ml. 
Rani emerged as the first-ever hockey player to win the World Games Athlete of the Year award. She 
is Inspired by Mary Kom. This my dear students is GRIT or better still called fire in the belly. Let this 
story be your role model.When you wholeheartedly pursue your goals you are bound to reach it.

To relate these thoughts here is yet another story from the animal kingdom. There was an elephant 
which was the favourite of the king who had won many a war riding on this elephant. Over a period of 
time, the elephant became old and could not go to the war any more. One day, it got stuck in a marshy 
land and could not extricate itself. The king tried all kinds of techniques to save the elephant but did not 
succeed. The chief minister arrived with a team who started playing the war drums. Soon there was a 
change in the elephant.  True enough, it managed to get out of the marshy land. This also tells us the 
power of the mind over action.  Believe in yourself and work towards thee target with a purpose.

May these stories inspire you to spur ahead and achieve laurels for yourself and to your 
country.



th6  Interna�onal Mental Maths Olympiad (iMMO) 2021 organised by Mind Power 
Educa�on LLP
Our School has also won "Best School Award" with Rank 19.
This Olympiad is conducted in three phases. 
All over India 5246 students par�cipated from 360 schools. From Mumbai around 27 
schools par�cipated.

stMaster Arnav Karmarkar – won 1 class in Gamma group in level 2 and was given 
Na�onal Champion Trophy, School Gold Medal & Cer�ficate of Excellence. PPSK is proud 
of you Arnav Karmarkar. 

MATH OLYMPIAD



Apple The Steve Story Quiz by Start4U
Mast. Aaryan Dharmesh Dhakan, Grade IX Div. B, Jal House, par�cipated in Apple The 
Steve Story Quiz organised by Start4U securedCer�ficate of Excellence and rank   33rd 
in StartUp Series (8/10). Well done Aryan. We are proud of you. 

QUIZ BY START4U

Certificate  of Excellence
This is to certify that

Aryan Dhakan
of Pawar public school  has 33rd  rank in StartUp Series (8/10): 

Apple The Steve Story Quiz  organised by  Start4U

Certificate  of Participation
This is to certify that

Aryan Dhakan
of Pawar public school  has participated in StartUp Series 

(8/10): Apple The Steve Story Quiz  organised by  Start4U 



The subtopics of Self-mo�va�on and Emo�onal stability of PE were taken up in a 
workshop for the en�re grade X. 

The session started with a short video of Rajesh Khanna and Sharmila Tagore to ini�ate 
discussion on types of crushes and in par�cular to recognise celebrity crush.
Movie clips from Chak De! India and Bhag Milkha Bhag were shared to understand how 
self-mo�va�on and emo�onal stability are necessary. Grade 10 students understood the 
importance of �me management, punctuality, discipline, and many more such values to 
keep themselves self-mo�vated.
They also learnt how to tackle peer pressure, mood-swings, crushes, infatua�on which is 
very common and normal at their age.

SELF BELIEF

  



“ SEEK AND KNOCK' – Ques�oning skills
30 March 2021, Dr Pramila Kudva conducted an  interac�ve upskilling workshop for 
teachers of all three sec�ons on 'Ques�oning Skills'

It covered topics like importance of ques�oning in teaching learning process, how to ask 
good thought provoking ques�ons, effect of wait �me, etc 

Group ac�vi�es through Breakout room and padlets were part of the session. It was 
perceived by the teachers that good ques�ons need thinking and are to be prac�sed. 

UP-SKILLING OF TEACHERS



Designing Evalua�on for the Educa�on
Up skilling of teachers has always been a significant component of our school.  This year a 
workshop on assessment was conducted by Vasundhara Kaul as a part of the PhD 
programme for teachers of grade 5 to 7.   She dealt at length with two aspects of 
assessment:  assessment for learning and assessment of learning; the third component 
assessment as learning was not covered adequately. She would be conduc�ng a few more 
workshops as a part of her PhD requirement.

UP-SKILLING OF TEACHERS



EUMIND 'Annual General Meet'
Was conducted via Zoom on  4th June, 2021. It was attended by: Ms. Pritam, Ms. 
Marina from our school.
Pawar Public School, Kandivali is a proud member of the EUMIND group for the 
last 5 years. EUMIND is a network of schools in India and Europe that organizes 
activities to promote intercultural learning, global citizenship, social responsibility 
and ecological awareness.
5 participating groups of our school bagged the Excellence awards for their project 
on Onstage.
4 participating groups of our school bagged the Excellence awards for their project 
on Math.
1 participating groups of our school bagged the Good practice awards for their 
project on Math.
-Ms. Pritam Bhise & Ms. Marina Marchon.

EUMIND



GURU POORNIMA
A Guru is a person who delivers knowledge and imparts wisdom to his and her disciples .A 
Guru is someone who teaches life lessons and leads us to a path of Glory. On the auspicious 
day of Guru Poornima, Marathi and Hindi Department organised various activities in their 
Online Zoom sessions. It consisted of Video on Guru Stuti,  Shlok/ Prayer for Guru vandana, 
Poem Recitation on Guru,  Expression of thoughts on Importance of Guru in our life, Thank you 
Card for Guru etc. All the students got the platform to show their gratitude towards their Guru. 
The students did an excellent task of sharing their thoughts through various activities as they 
know that Guru is like a candle, it consumes itself to light the way for others.  

Marathi and Hindi Department



INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
Yoga week celebration in Pawar Public School, Kandivali
The 7th International Day of Yoga 2021, "Yoga for well-being", was celebrated on a 
virtual platform during the online PHYSICAL EDUCATION class dated 21th June to 
25th June 2021at Pawar Public School Kandivali. Students from pre-primary and 
grade 1 to 10 performed different asanas under the guidance of PE teachers. Our 
PE teachers provided information about 'Yoga Day' and Importance of Yoga in our 
day-to day life. 
There was also a special yoga day celebration for teachers on Friday 25th June 
2021 which  lasted an hour.  
Mr. Rojer Ghonsalves



INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
Proud of our young achievers



INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY



INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY



On 16th March 2021, Students of grade 5 presented the assembly in a novel way 
on zoom session. The assembly focused on the importance of values like honesty, 
thankfulness, forgiveness and patience. The students, teachers and parents 
enjoyed the show. At the end of the show Principal Ma'am congratulated the grade 
5 students on presenting this amazing assembly. Our head mistress Cecilia ma'am 
also gave a special message and a provided a concluding note.
After the assembly grade 5 teachers spoke to each and every child of their 
respective class and wished them luck for the coming years.

GRADE 5 - SPECIAL ASSEMBLY



GRADE 5 - SPECIAL ASSEMBLY



GRADE 5 - SPECIAL ASSEMBLY



Master Aakash Ahuja VIII A had participated in it and made a small place for himself in 
record making.
This event also featured in Zee Business News.440 Participants + 3 Logical Cubes 
paved their way to Asia Book of Records and India Book of Records.

ACHIEVERS

Congratulations to Apulki. Keep up the environmental crusade. 



1B Aarya Sawant 1B Avirat Kokale

1B Jiaana Solanki 1b Kiana Shah

1B Vihaan Gavankar 1C hitansh Shah

1B Swarangi Kumbhar 1D Naksh Sheth

Students of primary and secondary have actively participated on the topic given.
“Hope in peace”

Students have made Art work, poster, digital Art and written poems.

HOPE IN

FreeText
...



2B Prasiddhi Bhuvad 2B Saanvi Trivedi

2C Kiana Desai 2C Lakshiv Sharma

2B PrishaNayak 2C Abhinav Pandit

HOPE IN

FreeText
...



1C Khanak Badheka

5B Hridesh Vajaria3A  Saanvi Nawale

2A Reva Dalvi

3C Shriya Thakur3C Aarnav Tripathi

HOPE IN

FreeText
...



2B Prasiddhi Bhuvad 2B Saanvi Trivedi

 3A Rudra Chanekar2B Prasiddhi Bhuvad

HOPE IN

FreeText
...



5A Vihaan Mulik

Hope in Ourselves

Hope the word itself is meant for releasing a sense of confidence to tackle events/circumstances in one's 
life. In current times of pandemic where human life has experienced irreparable losses, the only way 
forward to the future is combination of hope + efforts. Hope in ourselves that we will definitely get past 
the pandemic together. And while doing so making sure that we also lend support to the ones in need and 
act as a ray of 'HOPE' for them, so in future they tend to imbibe Hope in their own selves resulting into 
being a ray of 'HOPE' for others in future

1B Krishika Devani

HOPE IN

FreeText
...



HOPE IN OURSELVES

The beat of life
is fall and escalate.
Hope in ourselves 
brings us solace

Hope is the cure,
of each one's pain.
If it is pulverized,

it gets impossible to sustain.

The Pandavas in the myth,
had faith in themselves,

which helped them conquer,
the throne of the cruel elves

Hope gives us light,
even in the darkest night.

It motivates us right,
in every situation we might.

Promises can break,
the heart can be broken,
But hope in ourselves
Is always unspoken.

It is upon us,
either give up or keep striving.

take a deep breath
and keep diving.

THANK YOU

8A leisha Parekh

HOPE IN
Peace is what we hope for.

Here destruction, There  turmoil,
Exchange of hostility, everything is spoilt.
Some suffering, some others provoking,

It grieves me to see all the loathe it is soaking.

But, there will be a time when all of this would  be gone,
There will be peace, healing all the wounds that hate has torn.

How  calming in and out, How soothing it would be,
No screams, No shouts, we shall set our vices free.

Keep up the hope, these days will end soon,
Just like the sun appears after every moon.

Let us all pray, our sun brings peace,
Someday soon the destruction will cease.

8B Reva Agal 

Hope in Inherent goodness
Every action of our lives touches on some chord that will 
vibrate in eternity. This principle of cause and effect, 
wherein intents and actions of individuals influence their 
future, is called Karma. 
We often make good decisions and be kind to receive 
goodwill in turn. Despite being scrupulous, there are times 
when we are treated with repugnance and impertinence. 
That is when we start feeling dejected. In that case, should 
our kindness be dependent on the reactions of the 
receiver? If all our actions are actually a result of 
calculations, would they be justified? 
Goodness comes naturally; it cannot be enforced. If 
something good is done out of force, it is just a deed 
without intent. The good lies in everyone, it just has to be 
unearthed. 
Remember, doing the right thing may not always yield a 
good harvest. That does not deter you from sowing in the 
next season. Do not let the fear of the future or regret of the 
past determine your present. 
Doing righteous things is like running on a treadmill. You 
put in your effort, yet you do not seem to move forward. It 
benefits in the long run though.

9C Kalpita Lakshman  

FreeText
...



On occasion of Earth day celebration grade 6 student made posters on 
“We shall Breathe”

following are the best three from all entries

EARTH DAY

6D Krisha Shethia

6D Zia Shah

6D Preet Sanghavi



EARTH DAY

7A Om Murdeshwar



EARTH DAY

7A Ameya Kulkarni



EARTH DAY

7A Ameya Kulkarni



EARTH DAY

Environment literacy means to maintain and improve the environmental system so that the 
future generations can know more about it and pursue it. In simple words, the way we treat the 
environment, the environment will treat us the same way. Many people still do not consider 
taking care of the environment. So, to educate them and make them more devoted to taking 
care of the environment I have come up with a plan.
My plan is to keep monthly contests and competitions related to nature and environment. In 
which we can include all the students of my school, my friends, my neighbours and their 
parents too. And the contests should be held in a fun and interactive manner. We will also give a 
gift related to the environment to the winner. This will make them more eager to do the right 
thing towards the nature and environment.

Some types of contests are
1. Greenery Contest : in this contest the  participants have to plant and water as many trees as 
possible in a month. They have to click pictures of their sprouts and send as evidence. The one 
with the maximum number of sprouted plants will get a price.

2. Pollution Under Control (after pandemic): 
In this contest participants have to reduce the pollution by riding cycles or walking short 
distances. They have to click pictures as evidence. 

3. Let's Draw: we can also keep a drawing competition in which participants have to draw on a 
selected theme based on the environment and nature the participant with the most meaningful 
drawing will win the price.

4. Lets know more:  this isn't a contest but a fun and interesting way to learn more about the 
environment and nature along with fun amazing facts and activities.

5. Quiz time: we can also organise an online quiz about nature and environment.
With these type of contests and fun activities we can add more and more people in the team 
'Save Environment'.                                                      

Yana Bhandary
Grade 8

An occasion to instil environmental awareness through Earth Day was 
undertaken successfully. Enjoy the articles written by the budding authors



EARTH DAY
A Plan for Environmental Literacy
“Be the Change you want to see in the World”,
this beautiful quote by Mahatma Gandhi can be a great start to the plan. Hence, our first step for 
the execution of the plan should start from our house itself. 

Educate and practice, that is the only way it can be inculcated into the psyche of people. The 
first basic step should be to make people aware of Environmental Literacy.
What is Environmental Literacy?
Environmental literacy (also referred to as Eco literacy) is the ability to understand the natural 
systems that make life on earth possible. To be Eco literate means understanding the 
principles of organization of ecological communities (i.e., ecosystems) and using those 
principles for creating sustainable human communities. 
An environmentally literate society would be a sustainable society that does not destroy the 
natural environment on which they depend. Environmental literacy is a powerful concept as it 
creates a foundation for an integrated approach to environmental problems. 
It is an individual's understanding, skills, and motivation to make responsible decisions that 
consider his or her relationships to natural systems, communities, and future generations. 

The three R's to a healthy environment- Reduce, Reuse and Recycle shall be adopted by each 
citizen. We can also outspread the awareness of this good cause towards the environment by 
social media, which is one of the fastest and most used applications nowadays. There are 
many social media sites like Instagram, Facebook, Whatsapp, Snapchat, Twitter, Linked In, 
etc. Here is a detailed plan for promoting Environmental Literacy among people through Social 
Media:❏ We shall register on different social media applications and try to promote Eco literacy 
through them. The first step should be to showcase what we do. ❏ We shall post and spread more knowledge about environmental literacy, and different 
ways of promoting it. Many features like reels, videos, images, graphics, text and stories, which 
are supported by social media sites can also be used to enhance the presentation of our good 
thoughts and ideas.❏ We can also ensure the promotion of eco literacy among people by creating large 
groups, including members who are interested in making citizens aware of environmental 
literacy, and wish to participate for saving nature and Mother Earth.❏ Different activities and engaging programs can be organized like online campaigns and 
workshops, poster making contests and art challenges depicting importance of nature. 
Winners and participants can be awarded and all the work can be shared  through social media 
to boost the enthusiasm and confidence in everyone.

This plan would also support the current conditions of the ongoing pandemic as the plan would 
be executed online and safely. Looking forward for the rapid progress in promoting 
Environmental Literacy in the society.

Adhya Kannani 
Grade 8 B



EARTH DAY
ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY
Environmental Literacy is the ability to understand how we and what we do through obtaining 
resources affects our environments here and around the world.
WHY IT IS IMPORTANT

It is important for us to realize that our resources are depletable and how we obtain, 
these resources affect our environment on a global scale. We are part of a large ecosystem in 
which almost everything is self-dependent on each other. Any changes in the food 
chain/climate can cause a catastrophe 

Ways to promote environmental literacy amongst people
By increasing awareness and concern, education can encourage people to reduce their 
impact on the environment through more efficient use of energy and water supplies, especially 
in areas of resource scarcity.
For example:- 
Educated farmers were more likely to use rainwater harvesting and supplementary irrigation 
technology to alleviate water shortages. Educated households are also more likely to use 
different methods of water purification through filtering or boiling. 

Smaller yet efficient Ways to save Long Term Impact on Environment

● Use environment friendly products such as energy star products.
● Eat a balanced meal. Makes you feel efficient as well.
● Walk or ride bicycle instead of driving
● Recycle cans, paper, and glass
● Reuse Cups
● Take quick showers and don't let the water run while you brush your teeth 
● Turn o ffany electricity appliance you are not using
● When you have to drive, carpool

We all can use 3 R's to promote Environmental Literacy
- Reduce Waste
- Reuse Resources
- Recycle Materials

Detailed Plan about promotion of Environmental Literacy amongst School students about how 
to reduce waste

● Bring your own bags out shopping. 
● Use reusable storage bags, plates, water. Bottles etc. 
● Every year, we students buy a new set of supplies such as books, stationery, and uniforms. Salvage 

unused paper and use it for rough work. 
● Encourage students to bring only how much is required for them and avoid food waste. 
● Reduce use of Plastic We students can switch to Metal Lunch Boxes and Copper Water bottles
● Eco-friendly Stationery - Encourage students and parents to switch to pencils made of recycled 

newspaper and card-boards. Make it a point to use waste-free stationery like ink pens, wooden rulers, etc.

Rudra Chhangani
Grade 8 B



 ART & CRAFT
Art Activity on Emotions



1B Kiana Shah 1B Keya Dani

1A Rudhva Chavan 1A Saanvi Hinges

 ART & CRAFT

1B Avirat Kokale 1B Krishika Devani

1D Kritika Pundir 1A Arshi Kudtarkar



1B Isha Darade 1A Shashvati Morje

1A Krishika Devani 1D Saanvi Sanghavi

 ART & CRAFT

1D Reyansh Shukla 1C Vihaan Gandhi

1C Priyanshi Shah 1B Jiaana Solanki



2D. Arjav Kothari 2D Vihaan Sankhi

2D Bhuvika Poojary 2D Arjav Kothari

 ART & CRAFT

2B Saanvi Trivedi 2B Aarav Shah

2A Asmee Gawade 2A Reva Dalvi



2A Reva Dalvi 2D Yuvina Barmera

2D Vivan Shah 2B Hem pandya

 ART & CRAFT

2A Reva Dalvi 2A Aarna Hatkar

2B Prisha Nayak 2B Pari Salunke



3A Aarav Kamble

3C meehika shah

3C Vijita. Sanghvi

3C Vijita. Sanghvi 3C Vijita. Sanghvi

3A Ananya Mhatre

 ART & CRAFT



4D Jivaj

4C Nivaan Pitroda

4C Harsh

4B Tirth Sankhe

 ART & CRAFT

4B Nishika shah

4C Chainika Virdi



4C Shaivi Gandhi 4A Ojasvi Narkar

4B Anvi Zinzuwadia 4C Priyanshi Shah 

 ART & CRAFT

4C Riyanshi Gogri 4C Smayan Panjwani

4D Chahek jain 4D Devanshi shah 



5C Hrishika Shah

 ART & CRAFT

5D Hanishka Shah

5C Kiara Shah 5B Nidhi Kudtarkar 5A Asmita

5A Saanvi Phatak 5D Jheeln Gandhi 5D Saksham Mohite



5A Nivida R Chavan 5B Nidhi S Kudtarkar

5B Devanshi Vaity 5B Keisha Dcunha 

 ART & CRAFT

5B kimaya mainkar 5C Jinay Kothari 

5C Kiara Shah 5D Prajval Shetty



6A Bhumika Howal

 ART & CRAFT

6A Sai Bendre

6A Arrya Warik 6A Swarit Sone 6A Pari Pawe

6A Pari Pawer 6A Ishaan Bhatwadekai



7D Bhavini Joshi 7A Kaushal Khade

7A Shubhani Deshmukh 7A Anvi Vartak

 ART & CRAFT

7C Mishri Shah

7C Daksh Desai 7A Shreya Jahagirdar

1B Kiana Shah



7A Ameya Kulkarni

 ART & CRAFT

7A Mrunmayee Thakare

7B Riya Shah 8B Hiya Jain

7C Keya Dave 7C Charvi Parekh

7B Arav Rao



7C Rian Robert

7C Eshan Gupta

7B Devika Purohit

 ART & CRAFT

7A Saumyi Rane

7C Aashi Desai

7A Pranavi Salway

7D Agastya Hublikar

8A Sanay Vasani



8D Ruchi Mehta

 ART & CRAFT

8D Nyari Gandhi

8C Moksha Jain 8C Moksha Jain 8B Zinnia Desai

8B TREASHA JAIN 8A Kimaya Phatak



8A Shauni Khopkar

 ART & CRAFT

8A  Aditya Bhatt

8B Neeti Shah 8B Aditya Patel 8A Mrunmayee Joshi

8D Krisha Parekh 8B Hiya Jain



8C Heer Thaker

 ART & CRAFT

8B Richa Kulkarni

Adhya Kanani 8B Yana bhandari 8B Sanaa Desai

8B Nishka Garg 8B Tithi Ved



 ART & CRAFT

9C Saanvvi Desai9B  Foram Parekh

9A Smit Vartak

9B RITHIKA NAIR

9B Tvishaa Mehta

9D Jeet Gandhi



10D Diya Gosalia

 ART & CRAFT

10D Krishaa Patel 10A Hashvi Shah 10B Hetvi Mehta



 ART & CRAFT

10D Mitsu Chanchad 10C Dvisha Kanadia 10D Riddhi Savla

10C Mahi Kava

10B Kriti Bahety10 B Parshvi Mehta10B Tanushka Shah10B Pranjali Gaikwad

10B Aditi Mehta10B Dhruvi Doshi



Mr. Rajaram Bagul, working as Peon cum Driver passed away on 19th June 2021. 
A zoom staff meeting for condolence was arranged on 23 June 2021. Staff
members shared their thoughts, prayer and bhajan was presented by Music 
teachers.  Photos were compiled and a movie was made.  Recording of the 
meeting was given to his wife Vaishali. We pray that the Almighty provides enough 
strength to the family to bear this loss and pray that his soul RIP. 

CONDOLENCE 
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